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This study vjas undertaken in order to determine the extent to

which a short positive relationship between a child and an adult influ-

ences subsequent child performance. Second and third grade boys were

randomly assigned to three conditions: (1) prior contact, (2) prior

contact contro], and (3) no prior contact. Prior contact consisted

of two periods one approximately a half hour in length taking place

after the baseline period, and the second approximately twenty minutes

long taking place immediately before the test period. In the prior

contact control condition, these same stipulations were maintained.

In this condition, however, prior contact was with a completely differ-

ent expeririienter
, one who did not participate in the baseline nor test

period. In the no prior contact condition, no child-experimenter social

interaction occurred between baseline and test periods. Every subject
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was asked to complete two tasks which differed in terras of complexity

in an intratask competition sense.. The tasks were given tv.'lce, once

in the baseline portion of the study and again after the conditions

of prior contact V7ere implemented. As expected reward conditions were

a significant factor in the determination of rates of responding. It

was also shown that prior contact alone is not a significant determiner

of responding, but rather interacts with type of revjard and type of

task to influence child performance. The lengths of prior contact

used had some effect on the no reward and social reward conditions,

but the influence was only significant in the no reward condition.

For this latter condition, prior contact resulted in increased levels

of responding. Prior contact had a facilitating influence on the

"complex task" and an equivocal effect on the "simple task." Since

prior conr.act appears to interact with both reward and task variables,

a dual mechanism is suggested as underlying its effects. This dual

mechanism may be based on the incentive value of prior contact and

its capacity for the reduction of anxiety.
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CHAPTER T

INTRODUCTION

Until recently few experimental studies in psychology have system-

atically examined the influence of the experimenter on his subjects.

Rosenthal C1966) has cogently presented evidence for the pervasiveness

of the experimenter effect in psychological research. He indicates that

certain characteristics of the experimenter frequently are instrumental

in shaping the results of psychological investigations with both human

and animal subjects. The researcher is an integral part of the stimulus

situation confronting the subject and as such his actions, his suggestions,

and even his mere presence may exert an extremely strong influence"'- on

his subjects' performance. This particularly seems to be the case with

adult experimenters and child subjects (Bijou and Baer, 1966). Children

seem to be most susceptible to the suggestions and expectations of adults.

An entire area of psychological research, that of social reinforce-

ment V7ith children, supports the above contention. This area of research

reveals that the social reinforcing effectiveness of an adult varies

systematically with a number of characteristics (Stevenson, Keen and

Knights, 1963). Such factors as the experimenter's sex, age, race and

his acquaintanceship with his^^subjcct , all appear to influence a child's

The influence is a strong one but not a ubiquitous one (T. X. Barber
et al. , 1969). '
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responding in experimental situations (Allen, Dubanski, and Stevenson,

1966; Rosenthal, 1966). The present analysis attempts to investigate

the influence of these adult experimenter characteristics upon the per-

formance of child subjects. It focuses on an aspect of one of these

characteristics and views it in relation to other variables which have

been empirically determined to be relevant to its influence. This char-

acteristic is often called experimenter acquaintanceship (Rosenthal,

1966), is also referred to as experimenter familiarity, (Rosenkrantz

and Van De Riet, in press) and is also termed prior contact between

experimenter and subject (Berkowitz, Butterfield and Zigler, 1965). The

aspect of this characteristic which is of primary concern here is that

of Jiositive prior contact between the subject and the experimenter. The

first step in the analysis of the effects of this characteristic is a

review of the relevant literature.

Rosenthal (1966) has indicated that this variable is one which

influences subject performance in predictable ways . He has hypothesized

a relationship between positive prior contact and task difficulty which

stipulates as its first basic tenet that if the performance required is

difficult, prior contact seems to improve performance. Sacks (1952),

using three year olds, found that intellectually challenging tasks were

performed better after prior contact with th.e experimenter. Kanfer and

Karas (1959), working with college students, investigated the effects of

prior contact on the conditioning of first person pronouns. If it can

be assumed that learning the contigency in a verbal conditioning experi-

ment is somewhat challenging intellectually, then the results of this
study are consistent with Rosenthal's hypothesis. In a study by Kass



and Stevenson (1961), subjects in a high success pre-training condition

who received material and social rewards emitted a greater number of

correct responses during the testing period. The Kass and Stevenson

task was a discrimination problem which had been found to be difficult

for the mental age level of the children used as subjects.

As the second tenet of Rosenthal's hypothetical relationship be-

tween prior contact and task complexity, he states that when the per-

formance required is simple, positive prior contact seems to decrease

performance. Stevenson, Keen and Knights (1963) report that a stranger

was found to have more social reinforcing effectiveness than a child's

2
parents. Berkowitz (1964) found that nomial subjects who had prior

contact either warm or cold in character were slower in reacting than

were normal subjects who had no prior contact. Berkowitz also found

that for schizophrenic subjects positive prior contact resulted in de-

creased performance on the simple reaction-time task employed. In ad-

dition, Rosenkrantz and Van De Riet (in press) found that positive prior

contact as compared with no prior contact results in a decrease in per-

formance for material reward on a simple task.

Rosenthal (1966) feels that a possible mechanism for the influ-

ence of prior contact is in terms of the relationship between subject

anxiety and task difficulty. Prior contact may serve to lower subject

anxiety about being contacted by a stranger. This seems to be a more

appropriate explanation for younger children but can be extended to

2The quality of prior contact is a strong consideration here,
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older subjects, since many subjects find participation in psychological

studies anxiety producing (Spielberger , 1966). The absence of prior

contact may result in an increase in subject anxiety in the presence

of a strange experimenter. In support of Rosenthal's explanatory mech-

anism, Child (,195^) indicates that the most plausible general interpre-

tation of the findings about anxiety and task complexity is that the dis-

ruptive effects of various responses to anxiety vary with the nature of

the task. In simple conditioning, or learning, where a stable relation-

ship is established between stimulus and response, the internal responses

the subject is making as a function of anxiety provoking stimuli do not

have any great interfering effect. The presence of a high drive level

(high anxiety) in the simple situation does make for heightened perfor-

mance. On the other hand in complex situations, where the subject is

already in conflict between various response tendencies relevant to the

task, the presence of irrelevant internal responses as a function of

anxiety provoking stimuli heightens the conflict. This situation there-

fore interferes with performance to a greater extent than the increased

drive improves it-

In support of Child's interpretation, a number of studies (Farber

and Spence, 1953; Montague, 1953; Taylor, 1951; Taylor and Spence, 1952)^

using the Taylor scale of manifest anxiety as a measure of motivation

or drive have attempted to relate the effects of different motivational

levels to performance of subjects in a variety of learning situations.

The results of these experiments suggested that the performance of high

anxious subjects^ when compared with low anxious subjects, is superior

in simple learning situations such as classical conditioning but inferior
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on more complex tasks such as trial and error learning (Palermo,

Castaneda, and McCandless, 1956).

More recently, Taylor and Spence (1965) indicate that the concep-

tion of the relationship between Anxiety and task difficulty summarized

above is an oversimplification of their theoretical position. They

indicate that one of the most common misunderstandings of their work

has involved the translation of degree of intratask competition between

correct and incorrect response tendencies into level of task "complexity

Also, included within this misconception is an accompanying statement

that the evidence shows that as complexity increases high anxiety group

performance becomes increasingly inferior to loxj anxiety group perfor-

mance. It is true, of course, that other things being equal, tasks of

increasing degrees of intratask competition could also be described

as becoming increasingly complex. However, varying competition is only

one dimension of complexity. Even more frequent have been statements

that the theory predicts that the direction of the performance differ-

ence between high and low anxiety groups is a function of task "diffi-

culty." However, just as in the case of the complexity variable there

are a number of ways to vary task difficulty that do not involve man-

ipulating intratask competition and about which the Taylor-Spence (1966)

theory makes no differential predictions. ^-Jhen the data from numerous

studies done by Taylor and Spence arc considered together, it is clear

that the assumed relationship between task difficulty per se and anxiety

is not confirmed. Grossman (1968) using a simple task with first grade

boys indicates that with one measure of anxiety he finds the low anxious
\

group responding more, but with a second measure of anxiety he finds an



opposite, although not significant, trend. The data do not support the

statements that have been made about the interaction between task com-

plexity per se and level of drive or anxiety. In evaluating the results

regarding anxiety and complex learning studies, it is necessarj' to ac-

knowledge that despite extensive investigations our understanding of

the variables is woefully deficient (Spielberger
, 1966). The empirical

findings have demonstrated all varieties of relationships, suggesting

that anxiety producing situations are complex in their effects and inter-

act with a number of additional variables to determine performance.

As is quite apparent from this discussion, there is no single empirical

function that describes the relationship between performance and any

given set of Independent variables defining drive level or anxiety.

In consideration of the conflicting research concerning Rosenthal's

proposed mechanism, it becomes necessarj' to consider alternatives which

examine and account for m.ore of the data. In addition to the conflicting

data regarding the possible mechanism, that of subject anxiety, there

exist other studies which do not even fit into his general hypothetical

classification. The most vulnerable tenet of his hypothesis stipulates

that prior contact in conjunction with a simple task results in decreased

levels of responding. Various studies have found no difference or the

opposite result (Berkowitz and Zigler, 1965; Berkowit^, Butterfield and

Zigler, 1965; McCoy and Zigler, 1965; Rosenkrantx, Jaffee and Van De Riet

1969; Stevenson and Hill, 1965). These inconsistent and conflicting

results require further specification of the additional variables which

apparently interact with prior contact to determine its effects.
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The most obvious dimension or set of variables which should next

be considered is that of the consequences for, or more specifically, the re-

wards for responding in studies involving prior contact. Three types

of consequence conditions will be .considered : verbal praise, or a

social reward condition, a material reward condition, and a no reward

condition.

The results for the no reward condition seem to be the most clear

cut. Sacks (1952) in her study of three year olds found that prior

contact resulted in increased levels of responding. This was the case

even for a less favorable (neutral) form of prior contact. Kass and

Stevenson (1961) using both retarded and normal children found that

positive prior contact resulted in increased performance. Rosenkrantz,

Jaffee, and Van De Riet (1969) found that college students responded at

higher levels in a no reward condition after prior contact than they

did in a no reward condition without prior contact. Sgan (1967) found

somewhat in contrast to her original expectation that positive prior

contact in a no reinforcement condition resulted in increased responding.

The influence of prior contact in studies where social reward

is being dispensed is more variable and therefore appears to be more

complex. A number of studies have indicated that familiarity or prior

contact with a supportive adult established during a pre-training per-

iod reduces the effectiveness of the adult as a social reinforcer of

subsequent performance (Gewirtz and Baer
, 1958; Shallenberger and Zigler,

1961; Stevenson and Knights, 1962; Stevenson, Keen, and Knights, 1963).

These results along with additional studies (Berkowitz, 1964; Erickson,

1962; Simkins, 1961) have been taken together to support a theoretical

position known as "social drive" or "satiation." Gewirtz (1967) has
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discussed variables such as prior contact as "setting conditions."

Until recently, short-term deprivation-satiation relations were thought

by many to hold uniquely for appetitive stimuli, but functional relations

like these have been found to hold for a variety of non-appetitive stimuli

Although the mechanism in satiation (and for that matter deprivation)

is not fully understood, learning is thought to modify the satiation

function by establishing a maintenance level based on a long-term pat-

tern of stimulus receipt. The maintenance level is believed to function

as a reference standard to determine the impact of any correct level

of social stimulation (Gevjirtz, 1967). Baron (1966) has proposed that

a subject acquires a preference level for social reinforcers on the

basis of past schedules against which he judges the adequacy of the

current rate of reinforcement. Substantial disparities above or below

the preference level for reinforcer receipt lead the subject to cor-

rect the disparities.

In contrast to the results of the studies supporting a strict

"satiation position" are those Vi/hich have found that positive prior

contact results in increases in responding for social reward. This

position can be referred to as the "valence position" (Berkowitz,

Butterfield and Zigler, 1965; Berkowitz and Zigler, 1965; McCoy and

^igler, 1965) . The "valence position" has asserted that the nature

of the prior social interaction influences the valence which the experi-

irenter has for his subjects. Within this fram.ework, a positive inter-

action is viev/ed as enhancing and a negative interaction is viewed as

attenuating the experimenter's effectiveness as a reinforcing agent.

In support of this position, McCoy and Zigler (1965) found that positive



prior contact resulted in their subjects playing an experimental game

significantly longer for social reinforcement than those who received

no prior contact. Berkowitz and Zigler (1965) have shown that the delay

of the test period after preliminary contact results in significant

changes in the effectiveness of positive prior contact. This finding

resolves to some extent the apparent conflict between the McCoy and

Zigler (1965) study and earlier research which had found that prior

contact resulted in a decrease in performance for social reinforcement

(Gewirtz and Baer, 1958). It is apparent that this theoretical posi-

tion can be seen as a special case of the "social drive" or "satiation

position." If the time between prior contact and the test period is

short, the conditions for satiation are upheld. If this time is longer,

the conditions for satiation are not met, and therefore a different set

of conditions influence responding.

Other studies appear to directly support the "valence position"

in their findings that a successful pre-training experience results in

an increase in child responding (Kass and Stevenson, 1961; Stevenson

and Hill, 1965). Such considerations as a lack of social reinforcement

for responding during the test period (Kass and Stevenson, 1961) and the

omission of a no prior contact condition for a comparison (Stevenson

and Hill, 1965) make these findings somewhat inconclusive with regard

to the "satiation" vs. "valence" argument. Another analysis which on

the surface appears to support the "valence position" is the previously

mentioned Sgan (1967) study. Here again since no social reinforcement

was dispensed during the test period, the study's results are somevjhat

inconclusive v/ith regard to this theoretical issue.
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Tihe third type of consequence used in studies considering posi-

tive prior contact is material reward. Dorart et al

.

(1965) have data

to suggest that some social and material rewards may have equivalent

effects V7hen the experimenter attempts to establish a warm nonthreatening

atmosphere prior to the test period. Simkins (1961) using college

students found that positive prior contact resulted in no change in the

effectiveness of material reward. Rosenkrantz and Van De Riet (in

press), using second and third graders, found that positive prior con-

tact resulted in decreased responding on a simple task for material

reward (relative to no positive prior contact) . Erickson (1962) found

that fifteen minutes of positive prior contact with six graders made

no significant difference in the effectiveness of a marble reward, but

this was in relation to a neutral condition of prior contact and not

to the absence or prior contact. Since the variables involved in the

influence of prior contact on material reward are not yet clearly de-

lineated nor are the experimental results consistent, it is difficult

to speculate as to the theoretical mechanisms involved. The present

research V7ill hopefully shed additional light on this area.

An additional set of variables affecting the influence of positive

prior contact on responding is specified by the age of the subjects

employed. Most psychological investigations which consider the influ-

ence of prior contact have used young children as subjects. Collectively,

these studies appear to indicate that the influence of prior contact

on child performance varies as a function of reward and task conditions.

The conclusions drawn from studies of prior contact with older subjects

are somewhat different.
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The interaction between prior contact and reward conditions occurs

in college students. In contrast to the findiiigs with younger subjects,

the results in the no reward condition are not as clearcut, prior contact

results in both increased responding for college students (Rosenkrantz

,

Jaffee, and Van De Riet, 1969) and decreased responding for hospital

patients (Berkowitz, 1964). The results regarding material reward seem

to be fairly consistent for older subjects. The lengths of prior con-

tact employed do not appear to have had a statistically significant ef-

fect on material rewards (Simkins, 1961; Rosenkrantz, Jaffee, and Van

De Riet, 1969). This apparently is not the case with younger children

(Rosenkrantz and Van De Riet, in press). The influence of prior con-

tact on social reward conditions may be more variable V7ith older subjects

(Berkowitz, 1964). Prior contact does not appear to have a debilitating

influence on the effect of social rewards for older subjects (Berkov/itz,

1964; Frey, 1967; Kanfer and Karas
, 1959).

The interaction between prior contact and task conditions did

not occur in the study by Rosenkrantz, Jaffee, and Van De Riet (1969)

although there is evidence for it in the literature (Berkowitz, 1964).

It is possible that fairly extensive differences in task difficulty are

required before this interaction shows up with older subjects. With

tasks of less than large differences in difficulty or complexity, the

reward variables appear to have an overriding influence.

Taking the data from, the studies of prior contact and generalizing

from it certain conclusions can be drawn. First, it appears that the

type of task does have some effect on the influence of prior contact

(especially with young children). The data are fairly consistent regarding



the facilitating effect on complex tasks but somewhat more equivocal

regarding the debilitating effect on simple tasks. This is the case

since some of the studies which have found that prior contact can re-

sult in increased responding have' found this to be the case with simple

tasks. It is also apparent that the results of prior contact vary as

a function of the type of reward condition being considered. The resul

are presently the most clear cut in the case of the no rev;ard condition

in which prior contact seems most often to have a facilitating effect.

In the case of the social reward, the results are more variable and de-

pend upon additional conditions, but in general support a "social drive

or "satiation" position. In the case of material reward, the data are

not completely consistent and further work is necessary before a theo-

retical basis can be developed to account for the empirical findings.

This study will attempt to more clearly specify the relationships

betv7een the variables concerning child performance and positive prior

contact. In this analysis the adult experimenters were viewed under

three conditions of reward: material reward (marbles) ; social reward

(praise) ; and a no reward condition. This study vrill attempt to shed

light upon the prior contact-task complexity relationships as specified

by Rosenthal (1966) , as well as the prior contact-revjard relationships

found in the literature. In addition, further speculation regarding

the possible mechanisms v/hich are operating to produce these relation-

ships will be developed. The first two hypotheses which this study

entertained were not specifically based on the review of the literature

but rather on other theoretical or methodological considerations:

(1) significant differences in levels of responding should occur

for different reward conditions (Terrell and Kennedy, 1957;
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Walters and Foote, 1962)

(2) significantly different levels of responding should occur

on task S and task C with greater responding on task S.

In view of the summarization of the child studies involving prior

contact, the following specific hypotheses are entertained by the present

analysis

:

(3) a significant interaction between prior contact and type of

reward should occur such that in the no reward condition,

prior contact should result in increased levels of responding,

while in the social reward condition, prior contact should

result in decreased levels of responding

(4) a significant interaction betvjeen prior contact and type of

task should occur such that prior contact has a facilitating

Influence on the performance of a "more difficult task" (task

C) and an equivocal influence on a "less difficult task"

(task S)

(5) a significant difference should exist between a familiar

experimenter dispensing material rev/ard on task S and an

unfamiliar experimenter dispensing material reward on the

same task (Rosenkrantz and Van De Riet, in press).



CHAPTER II

METHOD

Subjects: The subjects V7ere 72 second and third grade boys with a CA

range of approximately 6 to 8 years. All of the subjects were Caucasian

as were all of the experimenters. This age group has been shown to

respond favorably to marbles as a reward (Rosenkrantz and Van De Riet,

in press) and is responsive to social reinforcement (Stevenson, 1961).

Experimenters
:

The experimenters were four male graduate and under-

graduate students from the University of Florida. They were counter-

balanced and unaware of the hypotheses under test in order to control

for experimenter differences and expectancies (Rosenthal, 1966). Four

male experimenters were chosen due to the differential effectiveness

of social reward depending upon the sex of the child in relation to

the sex of the experimenter. A cross sex effect has been found in a

number of studies with older preschool and elementary school children

(Gewirtx, 1954; Stevenson, 1961; and Stevenson and Allen, 1964).

The experimenters were given detailed instruct ions regarding

their behavior in the study in order to minimize individual experimenter

differences and to prevent contamination of the various experimental

treatment and control conditions

.

^See appendix A.

14
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Tasks ; Tv70 tasks were used and are similar to those used by Crow (1954) .

In task S, subjects were presented with the task of underlining "S's"

in a word list. Each child was given an individual copy of a second

grade vrord list which contained words strung together in lines with

no meaning given to the lines. This was done in order to prevent sy-

stematic differences due to reading or scanning the selection. All

subjects were required to scan the selection looking for "S's" to under-

line. The "s's" were randomly scattered throughout the word lists.

Task C was similar to task S, but required the mastery of symbols for the

underlining. Depending on the location of the S in the word, the sub-

c
ject was to underline the S in the following way: at the beginning l-J

,

at the endf^ , and anywhere elsetJj. Task presentation was counter-

balanced. The symbols were designed so as to have common elements,

therefore setting the conditions for intratask competition between cor-

rect and incorrect response tendencies (Taylor and Spence, 1966).

Procedure ; Baseline: The initial phase of the study began with an

explanation of the first task (either S or C) for that subject. Each

subject V7as examined to make certain he could identify the letter "S
.

"

For task the subject v.'as told to underline every letter "S" in the

word list given to him. In addition, he was told that when the exper-

imenter said "stop" he was to circle the word he had just finished reading.

The experimenter stopped the subject twice, after the first minute and

again after the entire six minute baseline period had elapsed. The

response frequency for each subject consisted of the number of correct

letters underlined. The baseline for task C was executed in approxi-

See appendix B.
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mately the sai\.e way, This task was explained and each subject was told

to underline every "S" in the word list given to him, but in the special

way previously described. The procedures of the baseline for both tasks

were the saine for all the subjects in tlie study.

Treatment: Nine groups were established: Group I, prior contact - with

material reward; Group II, prior contact - with social reward; Group III,

prior contact - with no reward; Group IV, prior contact control - with

material reward; Group V, prior contact control - with social reward;

Group VI, prior contact control - with no reward; Group VII, ^ no prior

contact - with material revvard; Group VIII, no prior contact - with

social reward; Group IX, no prior contact - with no reward. After a

baseline was established for each subject on both tasks, the subjects

were randomly assigned to above groups. Four different investigators

were used in order to evaluate Individual investigator differences. The

four experimenters were used in each of the nine groups. The testing

phase for both tasks consisted of a three minute period in which response

frequencies were obtained in the same way as in the baseline period.

Group I (prior contact - with material reward): In this treat-

ment group, the subjects received marbles as rewards from a familiar

experimenter for each underlined "S .

" The familiar experimenter was

defined in terms of two periods of social interaction. The first per-

iod was approximately a half hour long and took place after the base-

line period. The second period was approximately twenty minutes long

and took place the next day, immediately before the test period. During

Groups VII, VIII, IX were run approximately two months after the
other groups, and they contained more third grade students than second
grade students

.
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the social interaction periods , the familiar experimenter attempted

to express interest, concern and positive regard for each subject in

this group. In general, he attempted to establish a positive relation-

ship with his subjects. He joined the subjects in playing with games

and toys appropriate for this age group.

Each subject in the group was told that when he underlined an

"S," he would receive a marble and that the more correct letters he

underlined the more marbles he would receive. The subject received

marbles for correct responses in both task S and task C.

Material Reward: Marbles have been used as rewards in a number

of studies (Erickson, 1962; Rosenkrantz and Van De Riet, in press;

Walters and Brown, 1964). They have not been found to be a very strong

reinforcer. The marbles were dispensed according to an operant condi-

tioning paradigm. The subjects receiving marbles as rewards were informed

of the contingencies prior to the beginning of the test period. After

the child correctly underlined an "S," he received a marble which was

placed in a transparent sack for him. This was carried out carefully

so as not to interfere with his performance. The schedule for reward

was continuous, reward followed every correct response. The child was

told not to tell the other children about the marbles. This was done

in order to prevent future subject expectancies of reward from influ-

encing responding.

Group II (prior contact - with social reward) : For this condition,

the subject received praise as reward each time he correctly underlined

the letter "S" in both the tasks. He received his reward from a familiar

experimenter who was again defined in terms of the prior contact after

the baseline period but before the testing period.



Social Reward: Social reward or praise has been shown to be an

effective reinforcer x^ith this age group (Stevenson, 1961). The social

reward was also dispensed according to an operant conditioning paradigm,

and was presented according to a continuous reward schedule. The social

reward consisted of comments such as "good," "well done," or "fine,"

and immediately followed the underlining or an "S
.
" The order of pre-

sentation of the socially rewarding comments was random.

Group III (prior contact - with no reward): For these subjects,

there was no reward contingent upon responding. The experimenter is

familiar and is defined as he was previously, in terms of prior contact.

Group IV (prior contact control - with material reward): In this

group, the subject received a marble a reward each time he correctly

underlined the letter "S" in both tasks. In contrast to Group I, he

received his reward from an unfamiliar experimenter, an adult with whom

the subject's only previous contact was in the baseline phase of the

study. These subjects did enter into two periods of prior contact but

it was with a completely different experimenter, one whom they had not

seen before the social interaction. With this one exception, the con-

ditions for the prior contact control interaction periods were the same

as they V7ere for the prior contact interaction periods.

Group V (prior contact control - with social reward): In this

treatment condition, the subject received praise as reward each time

he correctly underlined the letter "S" in both tasks. He received his

reward from an unfamiliar experimenter who was defined above. In this

group, prior contact was provided by a completely different experimenter,

one whom the subjects had not seen before.



Group VI (prior contact control - with no reward) : For the sub-

jects in this group, there was no reward contingent upon responding.

The experimenter was unfamiliar and is defined as he was previously.

Prior contact did occur, but with a different experimenter.

Group VII (no prior contact - with material reward) : In this

group, the subject received a marble as a reward each time he correctly

underlined the letter "S" in both the word list tasks. He received

his reward from an unfamiliar experimenter, an adult with whom the sub-

ject's only previous contact was in the baseline phase of the study.

The difference between the prior contact control groups and the no

prior contact groups is that there were no periods of prior contact be-

tween child and experimenter in the latter groups.

Group VIII (no prior contact - with social reward) : In this

condition, the subj ect received praise each time he underlined correctly

in the experimental tasks. He received his reward from an unfamiliar

experimenter. In this group, there was no prior contact of any kind

provided by any experimenter.

Group IX (no prior contact - with no reward): In this control

group, there was no reward contingent upon responding. The experimenter

was unfamiliar and prior contact did not occur with any experimenter.

For each group, the experimenters were careful not to provide

any unnecessary social reward for the subjects. Intentional social

reward was dispensed during the first minute of the baseline periods

for both tasks and in the social reward condition but at no other times.

Response Measures: The first minute of each of the two baseline periods

was dropped for each subject. This was due to the social rewards during
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this period. The period was considered as a trial period. There is

good evidence that the average rate of child responding during the first

minute of the test period correlates very highly with the rate of res-

ponding on successive five or six .minutes of a given task (Stevenson

and Fahel, 196]). The rate per minute of responding for each subject

for the last five minutes of baseline was subtracted from the subject's

rate of responding for the three minute testing period. The resulting

difference score for each task was used as one indication of performance

modification due to treatment. A second measure used was the rate per

minute of responding for the three minute testing period. Since dif-

ference scores in conventional analyses of variance achieve many of the

same advantages as analysis of covariance/ both an analysis of variance

on difference scores and an analysis of covariance on testing period rates

were calculated.

This is the case when the covariate is of the same nature as
the dependent variable and is related in a linear fashion to the
dependent variable (Kirk, 1968).



CHAPTER III

RESULTS

Baseline Analysis

A "t" test was calculated in order to determine whether task S was

significantly different from task C. This was a test for correlated

measures and it revealed that the subjects made significantly fewer

correct responses to task C than to task S (t_^^ =19.8 p^.OOl). This

calculation was performed on the baseline measures of responding for

all the subjects employed and provides statistical evidence that task C

is more difficult (in the intratask competition sense) uhan task S.

Two analyses of variance, one for task S and another for task C,

were calculated for the baseline rates of responding. The summary tables

of these analyses are set forth in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. They

both have three factors, prior contact (A), type of reward (B) , and

individual experimenters (C)

.

For task S, the base rate of responding for levels of factor A was

found to be significantly different ,^ = 6.8; p<.05) as were the

levels of the AB interaction (F^,^^ = 3.4; p<.05) . For task C, the

base rate of responding for levels of factor A was also found to be sig-

nificantly different (F^,^ = 11.3; p<.01) as were the levels of the

AB interaction for this task (F , = 4.4; p<1.01).

21
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No significant differences were found in baseline responding for

any other effect or interaction. Of particular significance, is the fact

that the different experimenters (factor C) did not result in signifi-

cantly different base rate responding.

Treatraent Analysis

Since the analyses of variance on the base rate levels of respond--

ing revealed significant differences due to sampling procedures, the

analyses of variance on difference scores vjere calculated only for

comparison purposes and not to test the hypotheses under consideration.

Parton and Ross (1965) have pointed out that baseline performance may

account for group differences in changes in performance if groups differ

in base rate levels of responding. These authors suggest an analysis

to control for base rate performance which fails to add information

to that provided by the separate analyses of base rate and difference

scores that are reported in most studies of this general type (Hill and

Moely, 1966)

.

Stevenson and Hill (1966) suggest a way to control for base rate
t

effects in analyses of difference scores by blocking on base rate with-

in groups in the experimental design. This statistical procedure is

capable of identifying a significant source of variance but unfortun-

-ately provides no means of controlling for the possible effects resulting

from the relationship between base rates and change scores. A procedure

which does provide statistical control for this potential source of

bias is an analysis of covariance. Parton and Ross (1965) feel that

there are two considerations which argue against the use of analysis

of covariance in this type of study. The first consideration is the



failure of the studies they reviev7ed to meet the assumption of linear

regression of the criterion measures on the covarlate. This first

consideration does not appear to be a major problem according to Kirk

(1968) . Kirk points out that analysis of covariance does not require

£ priori assumption concerning linear regression but instead deter-

mines the most suitable relationship between the dependent variable and

covarlate from the data. Still it was with this first consideration

in mind that an analysis of covariance on the test period rates was

calculated. Correlation coefficients between the test period rates

and base rates for tasks S and C were respectively .81 and .59. In

contrast correlation coefficients for difference scores and base rates

for tasks S and C were respectively .03 and -.31, indicating much ]ess

of a linear relationship for the latter measures. The second consider-

ation which Parton and Ross put forth is the relatively low reliability

of base rate scores in the studies they reviewed. This second consider-

ation seems somewhat meaningless, since the treatment of base rates

by blocking or any other statistical procedures makes generally the

same assumption regarding the reliability of these measures. Stevenson

and Hill (1966) have data to suggest that base rates of similar simple

motor responses are reasonably reliable and have reported correlations

for over four months as high as .86.

The first analysis of the difference scores v/hich was calculated

is a four factor analysis of variance with three fixed and one random

factor with repeated measures on the task factor. Since there were

repeated measures (factor D) , a subject effect (S) is nested under

factors A (prior contact), B (type of reward), and factor C (individual
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experimenters) . The summary table of this analysis is presented in

Table 3. The summary table reveals that only factor B, type of reward,

resulted in significant variations in responding
(^2'e3

^ P< '01) •

The variation in scores attributable to the individual experimenter

factor (C) is not significant. In addition, none of the interactions

involving this factor are significant. Since this factor has no theor-

etical significance and was only included to account for individual

experimenter differences as a control, it was dropped from the analysis.

It was concluded that the procedure used to standardize the experimental

tasks over experimenters was effective.

The second analysis of variance which was computed is presented

in Table 4. This analysis does not consider the individual experimenter

factor (C) . Since there vzere base rate differences, this analysis of

variance of difference scores is methodologically suspect, but it does

suggest that prior contact £er se does not significantly contribute

to the variations in responding. It suggests rather that prior contact

interacts with the type of rev^/ard and the type of task to contribute

to response variation. The comparable analysis of covariance is pre-

sented in Table 5 and it supports this contention.

In order to consider the specific hypothesis which this study

attempts to deal with, an analysis of covariance on treatment rates

was calculated and the summary table is presented in Table 5. A

num.ber of the F values exceed their respective critical values.

Reward is a significant variable in the determination of rates

of responding (F^,^^ = 6.0; p^.Ol). Inspection of the data reveals

that the mean rate of responding was lowest for the no reward condition.
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and highest for material reward with responding for social reward fall-

ing in between the other two conditions. Three Tukey post hoc compari-

sons revealed that both social i^2'63 ~ P^'^-'-) ^"^^ material reward

(^o'/ji
~ 8.5; p<^.01) resulted in significantly greater responding

2 63

than the no rev7ard condition. There was not a significant difference

between responding for material reward or social reward (q , = .63).
2 63

The second hypothesis under consideration stipulated that the

two tasks used would result in significantly different rates of respond-

ing with greater rates of responding on task S than on task C. The

analysis of covariance presented in Table 5 indicates that this variable

approaches significance (F , = 3.0; p<^.l). Inspection of the mean
1 62

rate of responding for the two tasks reveals greater responding to task

S than to task C.

The third hypothesis stipulated a significant interaction between

prior contact and type of reward. This was supported by the analysis of

covariance reported in Table 5 which revealed that the interaction be-

tween prior contact and reward conditions approaches significance

(F^>^2 = 2.3; p^C. 08). A number of Tukey post hoc comparisons were

calculated in order to specify more clearly the nature of the interaction

which is presented graphically in Figure 1. The post hoc comparisons

revealed that there was a significant difference in responding in the

no reward condition as a function of the conditions of prior contact.

A relatively high level of responding occurred in the prior contact con-

dition, while the no prior contact condition resulted in the lowest level

of responding and the prior contact control condition resulted in respond-

ing somewhere in between. Prior contact resulted in a significantly

greater level of responding than the no prior contact (q , = 3.5; p<.05)
2 63

in the no reward condition.
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Tukey post hoc comparisons were calculated for the social reward

condition as a function of prior contact (see Figure 1) . These revealed

that although the familiar experimenter dispensing social reward resulte

in lower rates of responding during the test period, this reduction

in responding was not statistically significant (q„w„ = 1.6) . There
2 63

was a greater rate of responding for the prior contact control condi-

tion than in the no prior contact condition but the difference was not

significant (.^2'63
^

Post hoc comparisons calculated in order to determine whether

prior contact had an influence on material rev;ard revealed no signifi-

cant difference in responding for material reward as a function of the

three conditions of prior contact. Table 6 contains the adjusted means

for the AB interactions.

Prior contact seems to have had an affect as to whether the sy-

stematic presentation of reward was significantly different from the

no reward condition (see Figure 2) . Post hoc comparisons of the data

revealed that in the prior contact condition the three conditions of

reward did not result in significantly different rates or levels of

responding. In fact, the rate of responding of the prior contact-no

reward condition is not significantly different from the highest con-

dition of responding, that of the prior contact control-material reward

condition. In contrast in the other two conditions, prior contact

control (q„,(-o = 3.3; p <.05) and no prior contact (q = 3.8; p^.Ol),
^ 2 63

the systematic presentation of reward either social or material was

effective in significantly increasing responding over the no reward

condition. This can be seen quite clearly in Figure 2.
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I I No Reward

.-i^Mii^Social Reward

Prior Contact Prior Contact No Prior
Control Contact

Figure 1. Prior Contact-Reward
Interaction
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Prior Contact Prior Contact No Prior
Control Contact

Figure 2 . Prior Contact-Reward
Considerations
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The fourth hypothesis under test in this analysis stipulates that

a significant interaction between prior contact and type of task should

occur. It should be such that prior contact has a facilitating influ-

ence on the performance of task C (statistically shown to be the more

difficult task) and an equivocal influence on the performance of task S.

A number of post hoc comparisons were made to study this statistically

significant interaction (F , = 3.3; p<C05) . These revealed that
2 62

prior contact did significantly influence responding on task C. The

condition of prior contact did result in greater levels of responding

on this task (see Figure 3) . The difference betv7een the prior contact

condition and the no prior contact condition was statistically signifi-

cant for this task i^2'62 ^ In contrast, this was not

the case for task S, there was no statistically significant difference

between prior contact on task S and the no prior contact condition on

this task. Table 7 contains the adjusted means for the AD interaction.

Additional post hoc comparisons revealed that only in the prior

contact condition responding to task C was not significantly less than

responding to task S. Under the condition of prior contact control

responding to task S was significantly greater than responding to task

C ('?2'62 ^ P*^'*^^)* addition, in the no prior contact condi-

tion, responding to task S was significantly greater than responding

to task C (q„,,„ = 4.2; p<..01). These prior contact-task relation-
2 62

ships can be seen clearly in Figure 4.

The fifth hypothesis of this study was examined using a planned

comparison to determine whether an unfamiliar experimenter dispensing

material reward on task S resulted in higher levels of responding than



4J

Task C

Figure 3. Prior Contact-Task
Considerations
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Task CJ

Prior Contact Prior Contact
Control

No Prior
Contact

Figure 4. Prior Contact-Task
Interaction
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did the familiar experimenter dispensing material reward on the same

task. There is some evidence in the present analysis to support this

hypothesis. In the prior contact control condition, the unfamiliar

experimenter dispensing material reward on task S resulted in a signifi-

cantly higher rate of responding than the familiar experimenter in the

prior contact condition (t = 2.33; p<>.05). This difference was
63

significant as would be predicted by the Rosenkrantz and Van De Riet

study (in press) mentioned earlier.



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This study indicates that positive prior contact between a child

and an adult experimenter may interact with the type of reward and

with the type of task to influence the child's performance. This sum-

mary statement of the results of the present analysis is quite consis-

tent v.'ith the literature in this area of investigation. The following

discussion will be concerned primarily with a detailed examination of

these interactions as they are explicated by the present analysis. It

should be pointed out that this study has a great deal of difficulty

testing the relative merits of the various theoretical mechanisms consid-

ered, since the frameworks from which these mechanisms have evolved are

not foriTiulated sufficiently to permit unequivocal derivations. Most

theoretical explanations made in this section are therefore of the post

hoc variety. In addition, all conclusions drawn from this study must

be limited to a very prescribed population of second and third grade boys.

Many more experimental analyses will have to be undertaken before there

is a sufficiently reliable body of knowledge on which to construct a

systematic theory of relationships between prior contact, reinforcement,

task variables, and some relevant personality variables.

Prior contact pe_r s_e was not a significant factor in response

variation. The fact that prior contact interacts significantly with
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both reward variables and task variables suggests a dual mechanism under

lying the effects of prior contact. This study of course only considere

positive prior contact which was approximately an hour in length and

therefore these results can not be generalized to conditions of prior

contact which are significantly longer or shorter than this period. The

relationships between types of reinforcement, task variables and prior

contact probably vary as a function of the length as well as the type

or quality of prior contact.

Significant differences in responding occurred for different

reward conditions. Both marbles and praise were significant determiners

of increased child performance. Although marbles have not been found

to be a strong reinforcer with older children (Erickson, 1962), they

appear to work quite well with this younger age group. Marbles had

been determined prior to the investigation to be a meaningful reward

for this particular group of second and third grade boys. In addition,

in an earlier investigation with a similar group of second and third

graders, Rosenkrantz and Van De Riet (in press) used marbles to increase

subject responding. In the social reward condition, supportive comments

were found to result in increments in responding in support of studies

by Hill, 1965; Hill and Moely, 1966; Stevenson and Hill, 1965; and

Stevenson and Snyder, 1960. Stevenson and Hill (1966) feel that a

consistent pattern exists in which normal children under nonstressful

conditions respond more to social reinforcement than nonreinforcement

.

These authors conclude that social reinforcement tends to have a facil-

itating effect on the performance of normal children tested under non-

stressful conditions. Stevenson and Hill (1966) also point out that
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nonrefnforcemeat serves as an appropriate cont:rol by which to assess

the facilitating effects of social reinforcement when normal children

are tested un4er nonstressful conditions. For atypical children or

for normal children tested under stressful conditions, nonreinforce-

ment operates in a more complex fashion apparently as a result of these

children's greater need for some form of informative feedback from

the adult. As expected, the no reward condition had the lowest level

of responding, b\it an interaction between prior contact and reward

conditions qualifies the interpretation of the various levels of the

overall reward condition. The fact that there was no significant dif-

ference between responding for social reward and responding for material

reward is perfiaps due partially to the fact that social and material

rexjards may have equivalent effects when the experimenter attempts to

establish a warm non-threatening atmosphere (Dorart et al

.

,
1965).''"

Since this was supposed to be the case in both the prior contact and

prior contact control conditions, the fact that material and social

rewards were not significantly different determiners of responding

is not entirely unexpected.

The presence of prior contact in the no reward condition resulted

in increased levels of responding relative to the no prior contact-no

reward condition. This finding supports the hypothesis of a significant

interaction between prior contact and the reward conditions. This

findings confirms those of Sacks (1952) and Kass and Stevenson (1961)

and also supports the findings of Sgan (1967) and Hill and Stevenson (1965)

The strength of the material reward is probably a critical vari-
able in this result.
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although these latter investigations are not directly comparable to this

analysis. In contrast to these studies, Berkcwitz (1964) found prior

contact in a no reward condition to decrease responding in normal adult

males. There exist two apparently important differences between the

study by Berkcwitz and those previously mentioned. First and probably

the foremost is the fact that Berkowitz used adults while the other

studies mentioned used young children. The second major difference

is in the type of task used. Berkowitz used a very simple finger lift

response to an auditory stimulus while both the study by Sacks and the

one by Kass and Stevenson used more difficult tasks. The present analysis

attempted to use tasks which differed in difficulty, but it did not

find a significant prior contact-reward-task interaction. It did, however,

find a significant prior contact-task interaction. It therefore appears

that both the type of task used and the age and background of the subjects

employed (Berkowitz used hospital patients who probably looked at psy-

chological experimentation in a different manner than young children)

are largely responsible for the differences found. This particular

aspect of the interaction between prior contact and reward conditions

corresponds to a well kno\ra "common sense" phenomenon. If a child has

had favorable prior contact with an adult, and that same person asks

the child to perform xjithout some type of contingent reward, the child

will be more likely to comply than if the adult is a stranger. This

phenomenon is documented in literature (Sacks, 1952) and is related

to the concept of "rapport."

There is of course the possibility that some form of subtle social

reinforcement was being dispensed in the prior contact-no reward condition
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which was more effective than any which might have been dispensed in

the no prior contact-no reward condition or in the prior contact control-

no reward condition. If this was the case, it was probably very similar

to that which may be responsible for "experimenter expectancy effects."

In support of this possibility, Rosenthal (1966) finds that "experi-

menter expectancy effects" increase with repeated contact.

A related explanation is found in Rosenthal's recent book.

Experimenter E ffects in Behavioral Research (1966) . Rosenthal cogently

argues for the Influence of experimenter expectancies in determining

the results of psychological investigations. In various subtle ways,

the experimenter communicates his own expectations to his subjects.

Although the experimenters were not aware of the particular hypotheses

under test, it is undoubtedly possible that their own expectations

coincided with some of the formal hypotheses. This concordance may

have been responsible for subtle changes in their behavior which in turn

influenced subject responding. This explanation is somewhat weakened

by the fact that all four experimenters must have conveyed information

based on similar expectations.

In looking at this particular aspect of the prior contact-reward

conditions interaction from a slightly different point of view, it is

possible to incorporate Rosenthal's conclusions regarding "warmth of

the experimenter." Rosenthal (1966) indicates that "warm" experimenters

result in better performances by their subjects. He indicates that it

is reasonable to assume that more influence is exerted by "warmly"

perceived experimenters than by "cold" or "coldly" perceived experi-

menters., In support of this relationship, there is experimental evidence
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that the "wamth" an experimenter conveys in the experiment is signifi-

cantly related to improved subject performance (Crow, 1964; Ware, Kowal

and Baker, 1963). It seems reasonable to assume that those subjects

in the no rev/ard condition who experienced favorable prior interactions

with the experimenters perceived the experimenters as "warmer" and

this therefore resulted in greater levels of responding. This was

possible since the no reward condition was not complicated by conse-

quences for responding.

A similar and related explication of this particular aspect of

the prior contact-reward conditions interaction is based on the theor-

etical position that the familiar experimenter probably acquired second-

arily reinforcing qualities through his association with the favorable

interaction periods which in the absence of other rewards became pre-

potent. In addition to the reinforcing capacity which the familiar

experimenter probably developed, there are discrimination properties

which were probably present (Redd and Birnbrauer, 1969). In the prior

contact-no reward condition, the familiar experimenter probably became

a cue for the social and material rewards which had been presented in

the social interaction periods.

Stevenson and Hill (1965) point out that the failure of an adult

to provide a child with some form of information about the adequacy

of his performance (no consequences for responding) may produce signifi-

cant and complex effects on performance. It cannot be assumed that a

no reinforcement condition always provides an appropriate baseline

from which to evaluate the effects of reinforcement. It appears that

positive prior contact modifies this consideration additionally by
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having inkereiit in it information about the adequacies of the child's

initial performances (largely in terms of an adult's responses to it)

and additional information regarding the general nature of the adult

experimenter's behavior. Both of these situations have been shown to

be extremely important in child responding. Research studies have

shown that success conditions enhance cliild responding (Kass and Stevenson,

1961; Stevenson and Hill, 1965). A number of researchers have demon-

strated that the experimental introduction of nurturance enhances both

imitative and simple motor learning (Bandura and Huston, 1961; Bandura,

Ross and Ross, 1961; Rosenblith, 1961; Stevenson, 1965).

An explanation basing the effects of prior contact entirely on

anxiety put forth by Rosenthal (1966) and supported by the work of

Walters and his associates (Walters, 1965; Walters and Parke, 1964) is

difficult to develop in this study. If we assume that prior contact,

in general, reduces anxiety about being contacted by a stranger, and

this lowers responding relative to a no prior contact condition, we are

incorrect. The opposite result takes place in the no reward condition.

This situation therefore requires a more comprehensive explanation.

Hill (1967) proposes that social reinforcement (and by extension

prior contact) may have tv7o effects, one derived from an incentive

value (the adult experimenter becomes a conditioned reinforcer) and

the second is derived from its potential for reducing anxiety (its

discriminative capacity). It is suggested that, for most children,

social reinforcement or prior contact will tend to enhance performance

at simple tasks due to the incentive value of supportive comments from

adults. It is also suggested by Hill that if such comments lower the
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child's anxiety and level of motivation then social reinforcement or

prior contact will serve to reduce the child's rate of response. The

rate of response is thus a joint function of the incentive value of the

comments from the adult and the child's motivational level derived

from such sources as the child's level of anxiety. If this theoretical

position is applied to the no reward condition, it does fit the data

to some degree. In the prior contact-no reward condition, both an in-

centive and an anxiety factor seem to be playing a role in the child's

performance. The incentive value comes from the supportive comments

from the prior social interactions and the child's anxiety is a function

of the non- responsive adult (Crandall, Good and Crandall, 1964). This

study did not adequately measure the anxiety level of the children

involved. Both Hill's (1967) position and evidence from a study by

Cox (1966) suggest that the child's initial level of anxiety interacts

significantly with prior experiences and the type of experimenter

(parent, stranger, or teacher) to influence responding.

In an interesting study using a somewhat different methodology

which makes direct comparisons difficult, Cox (1966) found that prior

contact conditions between second grade boys and adults resulted in

both increased and decreased performances depending upon the initial

anxiety level of the child. If we can assume that the subjects in

the no reward condition of this study for the most part had a low to

moderate level of initial anxiety, then the results of this analysis

are quite consistent with those of Cox. He found that prior contact

in the sense of "familiarity" with adults present in the room resulted

in increased responding (for the low anxiety group) and that no prior
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person sucli as teacher, mother, or peer was associated with a response

increment for the low anxious subjects. Cox used no reinforcement dur-

ing the test period.

There was no significant difference in the social reward conditions

as a function of varying conditions of prior contact. The presence

of prior contact did result in decreased levels of responding relative

to the no prior contact-social reward condition but this decrease in

responding was not statistically significant. This does not conform

to this study's third hypothesis which V7as derived from, the literature

of social reinforcement (Berkowitz, 1964; Dorart et al. , 1965; Erickson,

1962; Gewirtz and Baer, 1958; Shallenberger and Zigler, 1961; Simkins,

1961; Stevenson and Knights, 1962; Stevenson, Keen, and Knights, 1963).

Favorable prior contact should have significantly decreased responding

for social reward but did not do so to a significant degree. Dorart

et al. (1965) have shown that methodological considerations which are

apparently quite small and trivial such as minor differences in experi-

menter behavior can yield large differences in the experimental out-

comes involving social reinforcement. For example, these authors have

evidence to suggest that periods of experimenter behavior as brief as

two to three minutes can have significant effects on child responding

for social reinforcement. This is therefore one possible source for

the discrepancy. Another line of reasoning for uncovering the mechanisms

of this particular outcome seems to be found in studies that have de-

termined that a successful pretraining experience results in increased
^

responding. The major difference in these two general types of studies
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appears to be the amount of social reinforcement actually dispensed.

The successful pretraining experience appears to have a beneficial

effect oil performance if excessive quantities of social reinforcement

arc not dispensed or if social reinforcement is not used in the test

period. The former situation appears to be the case in the social

reinforcement condition of this study. There were both an element of

a successful pretraining experience and an element of satiation for

social reinforcement resulting in a nonsignificant effect due to

prior contact.

Another way of looking at this somewhat unexpected result is

to compare it with the no reward condition. Since prior contact in

the no reward condition significantly increased responding, if we

were to use this condition for a comparison, the reduction in respond-

ing in the prior contact-social reward condition, although not signifi-

cant, becomes more meaningful. It seems possible that the response

increasing aspects of prior contact were being countered by some response

decreasing mechanism such as satiation for social reinforcement. Since

the prior contact conditions may not have been sufficient to allow

for complete satiation (as is indicated by the failure of the prior

contact-social reward condition to be significantly below the no prior

contact-social reward condition), the results of the prior contact-no

reward condition seem more understandable, since they are what would

be expected by the "valence position" (Berkowitz, Butterfield, and

Zigler, 1965).

It should be pointed out that another source of variation is what

constitutes satiation for the individual child. This was probably not a
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have used shorter periods of interaction to obtain a satiation effect.

Although the length of prior contact periods appears to be long enough,

the actual behavior of the experimenters is suspect. They were told

to "play games with" and "interact with" the subjects in their groups.

They were not told specifically to use social rewards during the inter-

action periods. Undoubtedly, they all did use social reinforcement

but in somev7hat varying degrees. This was the case even though they

all spent exactly the same amount of time and engaged in the same activ-

ities V7ith their subjects.

The comparison between prior contact-social reward condition and

the prior contact control-social reward condition corresponds closely

to an aspect of the study by Berkowitz, Butterfield, and Zigler (1965).

These authors found a sizable attenuation in playing time when experi-

menters were switched. When a different adult interacted with the

child prior to the experimental task, social reinforcement V7as less

effective. This was taken by these authors as evidence against the

"satiation or social drive position." This difference was not signifi-

cant in the present study but was in the direction predicted by the

"satiation position" since the prior contact control condition resulted

•in a greater level of responding than the prior contact condition.

The final aspect of the prior contact-reward condition interaction

involves material reward. There were no significant differences in the

material reward condition as a function of lengths of prior contact used

This corresponds quite well to the findings of Dorart et al. , 1965;

Erickson, 1962; and Simkins , 1961. The results of the study by Erickson
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(1962) indicated that 15 minutes of positive prior contact had no sig-

nificant effect on a marble reward relative to 15 minutes of just being

in the room without actual social reinforcement being dispensed. It

should be pointed out that this latter condition is somewhat different

from the no prior contact condition which was used in this study.

Only in the situation in which a familiar experimenter was dis-

pensing material reinforcement for responding on a simple task does

prior contact appear to have a differential effect. The prior contact

control and no prior contact conditions resulted in greater levels of

responding than the prior contact condition for material reward on a

simple task. This difference was significant in the prior contact

control condition. This result can only partially be explained in

terms of the "satiation position." The fact that this result is seen

with young children (Rosenkrantz and Van De Riet, in press) but does

not occur as readily with adults (Rosenkrantz, Jaffee, and Van Be Riet,

1969) adds some additional support to a satiation explanation. Young

children show a marked responsiveness to social reinforcement which

tapers off and decreases with age (Dorart et al. , 1965). An explanation

using the mechanisms of satiation for social reinforcement in this sit-

uation requires that the mere presence of an adult be socially rein-

forcing. There is some experimental evidence to support this con-

clusion (Cox, 1966). The weaknesses in this explanation are of course

that social reinforcement was not overtly dispensed during the test

period, and that satiation did not completely take place.

A supplementary explanation in terms of anxiety is suggested since

a simple task is implicated in the prior contact-material rev^ard-
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task interaction. An unfamiliar experimenter could result in some degree

of increased anxiety which then results in an increment in performance.

The fact that the task effect is an important element in this interaction

is difficult to account for by a pure "satiation position."

There were differences in responding on the tasks with greater

levels of responding on task S than on task C. These differences would

have been of greater magnitude, approaching those of the baseline period,

but a practice effect probably wiped out part of the difference. An

interpretation of this main effect is somewhat clouded by the signifi-

cant interaction betv/een prior contact and the type of task. An anal-

ysis of this interaction revealed that prior contact did significantly

influence responding on task C, the more difficult task, resulting in

a higher level of performance relative to no prior contact. This result

supports the work of Kanfer and Karas (1959), Kass and Stevenson (1961),

and Sacks (1952). In contrast, prior contact did not result in an in-

crease in responding on task S. This result supports the work of Crow

(1964) . This significant interaction strongly suggests that anxiety

plays a part in the theoretical mechanism determining differential

rates of responding in this analysis. The significant interaction

between prior contact and task complexity is strongly supported by

the study by Crow (1964) v;ho used very similar tasks. She found that

"warm experimenters" did not make a great deal of difference on respond-

ing on simple tasks but did result in increased perform.ance on more

difficult tasks, a result which directly parallels that of this analysis.

In summary, the influence of prior contact varied as a function

of the type of reward and type of task. The lengths of prior contact
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used had some effect on the no reward and the social reward conditions.

Tlie influence of prior contact v.'as only statistically significant in

the no reward condition. For this condition, prior contact resulted

in increased levels of responding'. In the material reward condition,

prior contact and a simple task resulted in decreased levels of res-

ponding. This particular combination of reward and task variables pro-

duced a decrease in responding relative to the no prior contact and

prior contact control conditions. Prior contact interacted signifi-

cantly with the type of task used. It had a facilitating influence

on the "complex task" and an equivocal effect on the "simple task."

These results are difficult to explain in a consistent fashion

from any one theoretical position. Since prior contact interacts

with both reward and task variables, a dual mechanism is suggested

as underlying its effects. This dual mechanism may be based on the

incentive value of the prior contact and its capacity for the reduc-

tion of anxiety.



APPENDIX A

DIRECTIONS FOR EXPERIMENTERS

When you initially meet the subject be friendly but not overly

friendly. Do not spend time in conversation but answer the child's

questions briefly if you can. Complete the cover sheet information

for every child in the baseline period.

Baseline phase : This is the same for all subjects. Each experimenter

will see 18 subjects for this part of the stady. The children are

randomly assigned to the experimenters. Each child is seen separately

in order to complete two tasks, task C and task S. Tne tasks will be

introduced as follows:

"I have a game I want you to play and it goes like this.

You know what an S looks like (draw a small case S for the

subject)":

(Before going further, check your order card to see if task C or task S

is administered first to the subject.) If you start with task C, you

continue by saying:

"I would like you to underline all these S's (point to the

task) in a very special way. If the S comes at the begin-

ning of the word, underline it like this 9^ (draw) for

example in the word snow. If the S comes at the end of a

word underline it like thisrj (draw) for example in the

55
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word cows. Finally, if the S comes anywhere else in the

word underline it like this liii (draw) for example in the

word house. Do you understand?"

If the subject indicates that he understands, give him task C

and start timing, if not explain the task again. After this task is

completed give the directions for task S.

If you start with task S you continue the introductory remarks

by saying:

"I would like you to underline these S's (point to the

task) . Just put one line under every S like this for

example in the word s^is^ters^ there are three S's to under-

line."

After this task is completed; give the directions for task C.

During the first minute of the tasks, smile and occassionally

say "good" when the child underlines an S , if it is done correctly.

Do not offer help to the subject unless asked directly for help. You

can only help the child during the first minute of the baseline period.

Do not spend much time helping the child and make your explanations

very short. After the first minute of the baseline period is up, ask

the child to circle the word he has just finished reading. If he

doesn't know where he is, you can estimate it based on the last under-

lining. Then start the child again from the circled word and time for

five minutes more. During this five minute period for both the tasks,

you may not praise or smile at the child. In general, during this

period, do not speak to him if it can be avoided. At the end of this

five minute period, thank the child and send him back to his room.
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Experimenter 1 will see subjects

1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 32, 37, 46, 53, 57, 61, 65, 69

Experimenter 2 will see subjects

2, 5, 7, 13, 18. 23, 24, 31, 42, 47, 48, 50, 54, 58, 62, 66, 70

Experimenter 3 will see subjects

14, 15, 17, 19, 22, 28, 29, 30, 36, 39, 43, 44, 51, 55, 59, 63, 67, 71

Experimenter 4 will see subjects

12, 20, 21, 25, 26, 27, 34, 35, 38, 40, 41, 45, 52, 56, 60, 64, 68, 72

Treatment phase : Each experimenter will see six children under each

of the two conditions of this phase. No tasks are presented and the

experimenters engage in social interaction with the subjects.

Prior contact: In this condition, the experimenter will play

games with, the same child whom he saw in the baseline phase, allowing

the child to win in most cases. The experimenter m.ay play any of the

games with the subject which are provided. This condition will con-

sist of one half hour period and a second period tv/enty minutes long.

The first period immediately follows the baseline phase. The second

period will come the following day.

Prior contact control: In this condition, the experimenter will

play games with a child whom he did not see in the baseline phase again

allowing the child to win in most cases. The experimenter may play

any of the garnes with the subject which are provided. This condition

will also consist of two periods arranged as in the first condition.

No prior contact: In this condition, no adult experimenter will

have any contact following the baseline with the subjects in this group.

Prior contact condition:
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Experimenter 1 will see subjects 3, 4, 8, 11, 16, 32.

Experimenter 2 will see subjects 2, 7, 13, 33, 42, 47.

Experimenter 3 will see subjects 14, 15, 19, 28, 29, 44.

Experimenter 4 will see subjects 12, 20, 21, 27, 35, 45.

Prior contact control:

Experimenter 1 will see subjects 5, 26, 34, 36, 41, 48.

Experimenter 2 will see subjects 1, 9, 17, 25, 38, 43.

Experimenter 3 will see subjects 18, 23, 31, 37, 40, 46.

Experimenter 4 will see subjects 6, 10, 22, 24, 30, 39.

Test phase: There are three conditions of the test phase and each

experimenter v/ill see six subjects in each of the three conditions.

Two of the four subjects are familiar with the experimenter and four

are unfamiliar with him. The test period is three minutes long. Let

the child underline appropriately for each task for three minutes with-

out interruption. The order of task presentation is again counter-

balanced. The tasks are presented in exactly the same way, just re-

read the instructions for task presentations given in the beginning

of the experimenter directions. In two of the three test conditions,

rewards follov; each response.

Material Reward Condition: Explain tasks again using the same

directions, being sure to check order card for the task that comes

first for the subject. In this condition after a correct response

is made, the child receives a marble. Place each marble in the trans-

parent sack provided. Tell each child:

"After every correct S you underline, you will receive a

marble to keep. The more S's you underline, the more

marbles you will receive."
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Experimenter 1 will see subjects 1, 4, 10, 16, 65, 69 in this phase.

Experimenter 2 will see subjects 2, 23, 31, 33, 66, 70 in this phase.

Experimenter 3 will see subjects 14, 19, 30, 36, 67, 71 in this phase.

Experimenter 4 will see subjects 12, 26, 27, 38, 68, 72 in this phase.

Social Reward Conditions: Explain tasks again using the same

directions, being sure to check the order card for the task that comes

first for the subject. In this condition after a correct response is

made, the experimenters say "good," "very good," "that's fine," or

"good job" in a random order.

Experimenter 1 V7ill see subjects 3, 6, 11, 46, 57, 61 in this phase.

Experimenter 2 will see subjects 5, 13, 47, 48, 58, 62 in this phase.

Experimenter 3 will see subjects 17, 29, 43, 44, 59, 63 in this phase.

Experimenter 4 will see subjects 20, 25, 45, 60, 64 in this phase.

No Reward Condition: In this condition (for both tasks) nothing

is done following a correct response. After explaining the tasks again,

tell the child to begin underlining. Be sure to check the order card

to see which task comes first for the subject.

Experimenter 1 will see subjects 8, 9, 32, 37, 49, 53.

Experimenter 2 will see subjects 7, 18, 24, 42, 50, 54.

Experimenter 3 will see subjects 15, 22, 28, 39, 51, 55.

Experimenter 4 will see subjects 21, 34, 35, 41, 52, 56.
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TASK C

Under road go ever on bike for sale from outer the moon

black player go promise from go to market funny faces sand

colored pop pole the great paper yellow cars where fishing

country road happy had been happy enough with best horns raced

all over bright new soon was hardly any paint lost nails buzz

son could pulled in front where women head it shakes before

board paint wooden want paste early the next afternoon the

doorbells went to the door and found least buzzed the doorbells

standing there asked the boy and her father wanted larger bikes

signs high newly painted bike to the boy his bar under that

tool please oil what you need all said right wheels decided

horn hike when outside on evening have to go out for a boys

from outer while boy stay mother cried you used to leave along

when we lined in sitter know but family lived in ours building

there here alone house let watch us alone afraid each will

stay a best thought for a minutes or two finally you are bed

beside yourself wall not be gone long while later she ready

made popcorn kitchen table as soon driven off in the car

roger and placed chairs interested water then swift then they

Note: Tasks were typed V7ith a primary typewriter and they have been
re-typed for this appendix.
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was ready were to watch they soon find but who ahead in

popcorn was do not eating noise were very in the race that

state suddenly there against a loud bang the window wind had

blown outside ran to look any rain going minute now almost

bang suddenly there a was overhead and great rooms even his

spaces the light in the rooms what that terrible bang made

landed in our lightning the two boy moved toward uneasy flashed

legs outside looks something that looked like from outer maybe

trying knocked space the boys let yelled run to there mother

boys like years they turned and doorway holding cried flashlight

aerial hanging out there wind blew it just face think it was

think set to meet journey cold through visit like a slice and

a jolly silvers place holding high lonely tall never frosty

could sometime yet stop squealed was their way on to the way

street time pushing huge park finally the bus move or take

came back and some through outer unknown lights kite maybe

it whisper then he began to yell outside wanted runs but

their feet would move like seemed they turned and in the

doorway helps who are asked a man from outer window now shouts

trying to get in the ball bus father finally made their vjhole

crowd stop then they went along with the crowd toward stand

a loud happy yell has behind third are base out in every

play makes the home team began sitting finally down the began

to come down promise the men went down one tv;o three ball

stays ten minute think went by the ball player did not soon

think he forgotten wait come racing field just go was large
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three times low branch to go said reach climb closer asleep

then a fierce howl could cut through the dogs would walk

then ever daylight came out with useless with worried party of

across you two have us greatly cried looking you dovm all day

we stumbled dog vjhistled two wolves the frightened dog over

and at dashed at the stick tomorrow be bring feeli^ng fallen

milk dress school the coming along who her brother going back

worshiped he stepped around ran down he held front door the

stops look wheel of his spring levers may not V7ork science

test wheeled the at best name almost it not against there

are a million m.aybe two million score of some it pulled hard

that curb four crashed hard into almost came racing around

the paper snap and went high in the air went the papers

they across he pumped out of bed and v/alked around the footboard

was about to test another invention then he jerked the strings

through the pulleys and the covers went into place
'



TASK S

the and story tree friend a funny way to help hurry lost

box a party there to find the big still easy helps who

did it yourself away a new kind of was say away pet too

much did you help for shovel goose a party snow big funny

telephone the picture the wish the fast turtle car and the

children wise rabbit makes the old man new hat a party

goose party the wind machine who little . gray truck small

car and the see the black pie and the big whistle look

how spring be for you what look at boot said friend funny

way help hurry there to find helps the box a party for

penny fun lost the painter penny after the ran outside wait

for to drive up our grandmother came visit hats and we each

get a room of short house in a box in the dress getting

more cream to churn when sudden remembered that he had not

started to cook dinner he filled a lag just then the poor

man remembered the cow herself started the other end of the

outside soon of across oh not real owner found dog still of

such we all take care of him slowly all the water wants

show today is the first day you go home but your mother

breakfast the dressed grandmother on sat to see we want to

in sleep V7e thought all the but we visit thought we would
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all tViings love yours but now we want to go home sleep want

to ride our omi bikes said that a came it could be a be

some opened the he watched our eyes then he got up enough

yet to grasp his and but the little elephant could trunk

will seems until her mother end of his zoo keeper leaving

1

waved to behind excited seemed now hear noises just using

up and held the dog carefully he against the felt left front

jaw pigs on when were chasing us carried the puppy to the

house raced stop the the boy laughed after had the puppy

paw all gets well all that chased see three I can please

the monkey climbed on the back of the crossed a tall tree

would be growing on his tried to pull the tree shake you

make -be large and he be strong some need help more dash

even monkey easily even not long before was did he was a

neighbor show mother away new kind of pet say do it yourself

too much is a for fast ask new one spring look at black

bottle little like a new one because take will come along

and house it is big hat what friend left thing know some

about them let will come along soon ask about it came school

pie for everyone try big hat take someone of your friend

she in our left know thing way about just later chair step

her mother chair being soft to have on tree haircut down

saw play had to have step her lost you are being had trees

on haircut what have vjas chair cookie let eat every good

time cookies help eat last play no lets little chair feed

till again no be us will you make it soon well we flashed
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way dovm sorry he am please let them know doxvni little cars

sorry try it come park on my house keep that thing away

want so help is splash up and down row the his the each

dashed each time on or first" here the gave up slowly would

ever about boast long legs the boy cooked see in the paper

lost some he found nothing about any dog lost lunch new

friend while he this wished when he came out the dog soon

then the dog held out its may we keep him and take case

was the shaking you may take care of the splash it to he

looking footstep when he came back into the room the squirrel

on shirts gave a leap and strange to peanuts all at once

house had a glad for too as on slide our put up flag in

minutes almost will look sat for clean helpful thing busy

clean you did it all have a pet street do want to get

please everyone when went out wish you did have not yes the

park with flying fish over one ever the soon at look as

cow sleep chair mother her you are being funny see had to

have thing on tree haircut was on the play chair kind his

down on the play saw feed tell wet no time for you wish

you pet did a do want to yes go for a ride on the wheel

sisters try to have it come out tree, get house the vjhen

went over to look at park fish got the cow to store kite

on it everyone want cry hear busy house you are to help

pig for apple guess little boy before long sad plane and

there was it wise before long apple little boy told it horse
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